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Here you can find the menu of Mel's Cafe in Havering. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Amelia Evans likes about Mel's Cafe:

This cafe offers delicious food at reasonable prices. There is a beautiful outdoor seating area and the staff are
very welcoming and friendly. One of Romfords hidden gems! read more. The premises in the restaurant are
wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the
weather, you can also sit outside and have something. What Катерина Шевчук doesn't like about Mel's Cafe:
Mels Cafe has a rude staff. The owner is absolutley disquasting. The cafe smells of oil. it must be very old) No

fans used to get rid of the smell. The food is average, portions quite okay but not fresh. Their choices of
salads...are really poor and yet again not fresh, lettuce looks brown. Very dissapointed read more. During meals,

a refreshing drink is essential. In this gastropub, you will find not only delectable dishes, but also a large and
comprehensive variety of good beers and other alcoholic drinks that compliment the food, Likewise, the guests of
the restaurant prefer the large selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment provides. In

case you want to have breakfast, a hearty brunch is offered to you, You'll also find tasty bites, cake, simple
snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages here.
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Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Chicke�
GRILLED CHICKEN

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

Salad�
COLESLAW

CHICKEN SALAD

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

BAR

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
HAM

SAUSAGE

CHEESE

CHOCOLATE

EGG

BACON

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 7:00-15:00
Tuesday 7:00-15:00
Wednesday 7:00-15:00
Thursday 7:00-15:00
Friday 7:00-15:00
Saturday 7:00-15:00
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